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Wearable Words: A case study applying Jewellery theory and practice to the education of Fine Art, Textiles, Graphic Communication and Illustration students.

Abstract

Wearable Words is an interdisciplinary education adventure that investigates the human body through ‘wearable objects’. It transfers the teaching of jewellery studies to a group of learners from different disciplines including: Fine Art, Textiles and Graphic Communication and Illustration. It aims to determine whether the theoretical issues of jewellery and jewellery technologies can bring an innovative research method and new practical tools to students who are not familiar with the jewellery arena.

The paper examines the preliminary challenges, weaknesses and successes of the project, which was delivered to 26 second year BA students between February and June 2016 at a UK University. It analyses the extent to which a shift to the theoretical and practical approaches of jewellery design education enabled students of different disciplines to develop their research methodologies, design capabilities and making skills. The results are analysed through observational methods, open ended questions, and visual analysis.

Aims

The research aims to determine whether the practice and theoretical study of jewellery can foster multi-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary learning & teaching applicable to other creative arts subjects.

Objectives

The research investigates the extent to which studying jewellery’s interdependent relationship with the human body and its geometry, movement, social and cultural contexts might broaden generic creative skills. This entails assessing the results of guiding students unfamiliar with the jewellery discipline, through a taught module based on jewellery techniques, research methods and practical investigations.

Introduction

In this paper cross-disciplinary refers to the using one subject’s methods (jewellery) to enrich other disciplines. Whereas multidisciplinary refers to exploring different disciplines collectively through lectures, case studies or general research.

Cross-disciplinary approaches in the creative arts have become increasingly prevalent in the last decade as artists, craftspeople and designers have sought inspiration and innovation through collaboration with scientific and technological disciplines (Niedderer, 2011). This subject synthesis has been witnessed in postgraduate art education with the temporary establishment of Department 21 at the RCA London between 2010 and 2011; a student led cross-departmental
In order to explore possibilities for the transference of creative skills, a single discipline was required that would have some underlying characteristic in common with a multitude of other disciplines. The human body is often the ‘site/recipient/user’ around which many creative disciplines operate in terms of wearing, using, decorating, educating, housing, interacting with, managing, protecting, stimulating and so forth. The three main undergraduate BA (hons) courses at UK University ‘X’ overlap because they all deal with ‘objects/products’ related to human beings and in many respects, to the human body. It was therefore decided to investigate a body dependent subject as the conduit for cross disciplinary teaching. In some subjects the connection is more immediate than others, as in the case of Textiles being used in the clothing trade. Yet, graphic designers can create fonts for T-Shirts or design signage that moderates human movement in the built environment. Jewellery was selected as a catalyst for knowledge transfer because of its design and production in relation to various body parts, alongside its role in decorating, memorialising and representing the human being and multiple human experiences, ceremonies or rites of passage. The research therefore tests whether studying the nuances of jewellery, including its documenting of memory and experience, and its impact when worn, can enrich the knowledge and skills of non-jewellery students.

The paper examines the preliminary challenges, weaknesses and successes of a pilot module: *Wearable Words*, which was delivered to 26 second year undergraduate students between February and June 2016 at UK University ‘X’. It analyses the extent to which a shift to the theoretical and practical approaches of jewellery design education enabled students of different disciplines to broaden their research methodologies, skills and knowledge. Accordingly, *Wearable Words* is a cross-disciplinary adventure that investigates the human body through ‘wearable objects and word images’. It transfers the teaching of jewellery studies to a group of learners from different disciplines: Fine Art, Textiles and Graphic Communication & Illustration. In this respect the module conforms to Kleinberg’s second approach to interdisciplinary studies, one that is “project-based and brings multiple disciplines together to address a specific issue or set of issues.” (Kleinberg, 2008, p.11)
Jewellery has the further advantage of most students having limited experience of its theories and techniques; making it an unfamiliar environment where they would collectively commence with a similarly everyday understanding. Furthermore, the lack of subject familiarity might help overcome preconceived and habitual decisions; challenging the student cohort to question new situations and encourage approaches different to the norm.

In developing the module, attempts were made to benchmark students’ initial knowledge of jewellery and their general approach to creativity, prior to instigating a series of lectures, seminars and tasks that would encourage them to consider a new ways of designing, conceiving and making in relation to the human body. Assessment tasks required a degree of self-analytical thinking and these reflections form the basis of this paper’s results. The following section explores the parameters of the module and the research method in greater depth.

**Methods**

The establishment of the module *Wearable Words* was the device through which jewellery teaching and learning as a means of transferring creative skills could be evaluated. In order to test the full spectrum of teaching methods in Jewellery, the module contained both theoretical and practical aspects. The former include the requirement to study the changing relationship of jewellery to the body through historical, traditional and contemporary jewellery, encompassing temporary and permanent vehicles of communication, as well as 2D design methods. The practice based element necessitated the students to apply some traditional goldsmith techniques such as wax working, alongside hi-tech solutions such as CAD/CAM to aid the production of wearable objects in which words and their communication played a central role. The depiction of written language was included to give a second commonality to the module alongside the body; in that students will already either use language directly in practicing their discipline or as a tool for analysis and learning.

Submission requirements for assessment were twofold: firstly, students were required to create an object in relation to the body and to then create a video or photo essay that demonstrated and analysed potential interactions between their object and the human body. Students were encouraged to explore body related issues from their own discipline through some aspect of the jewellery world. Consideration was to be given to notions of social issues, identity, aesthetics, geometry and the movement of the object. The second task was more theoretical and based on developing an appropriate set of research questions with which to tackle an argument investigating commonalities between jewellery and their subject matter. An argument had to be built based on analysis of case studies including artefacts/objects from jewellery and their respective disciplines. The assessed work provided the data that determines the initial findings of what extent the practice and theoretical study of jewellery can foster multi-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary learning & teaching applicable to other creative arts subjects.

In planning the module, it was necessary to introduce students to the world of jewellery through the delivery of lectures and seminars. These provided an opportunity to familiarise students with the visible and hidden communicative values of wearable objects. Case studies were employed to demonstrate and illustrate associated issues, an approach supported by Seymour Roworth-Stokes and Tim Ball, who argue it is an increasingly used method in innovative Design pedagogy (Tovey, 2015, p.180). The selection of case studies focused on jewellery, but because the cohort was
heterogeneous references were made to other disciplines where students could recognise some familiarity: namely Graphics, Illustration, Textiles and Fine Art.

In order to foster cross-disciplinary thinking, discussion of visual case studies of artefacts designed for the body sought commonalities with multiple disciplines. The aim was to share understanding and knowledge of the communicative roles of wearable artefacts and the relationships they can have with the human body. This process was enriched by the provision of written texts that challenged students’ perceptions of clear confinements between disciplines. Exploration of the case studies sought to explore anthropological notions of family values, status symbol, memory encapsulation, belonging to a social group or ideology. References to value / message / signifier were analysed by using semiotics, phenomenology, historical analysis, reflective design and theories of looking such as those based on perception and colour. Selected theories were imbedded in lectures and seminars, summarised in PowerPoint presentations and hand-outs, to give students some tools to create their own methodology. The latter was one of the requisite elements in the written assignment, where students had to establish how they would undertake analysis.

To determine the strengths and weaknesses of the module, and therefore the hypothesis underlying the aims, it was necessary to assess students’ ability to make cogent analyses cross-disciplinarily and to extrapolate jewellery specific skills and to apply them analytically to other disciplines. This was inculcated into the submission requirements which, as discussed, included producing a body related object, analysing it, alongside a written essay that required students to establish societal, physical, contextual and meaningful links between jewellery and their discipline. Determinants for success were the extent to which students had understood the need to integrate the function, aesthetic and materiality of their objects with the body. Another factor of importance was the extent to which dealing with the body had refreshed their thinking in relation to their original disciplines and how they might then return to it with new means for extending their personal artistic languages.

**Results**

Students completing the *Wearable Words* module submitted two pieces of coursework for assessment. These were intended to demonstrate their refinement of analytical skills and the extent to which they had identified new skills that they might apply within their primary discipline. A broad overview of submissions revealed that students from different originating disciplines generally faced their own specific group of problems when addressing the body as substrate.

Graphic Communication and Illustration students faced challenges in looking beyond two dimensional preconceptions of imaging words to more three dimensional renderings upon a physically tangible body. Responses could be categorised according to proximity to the skin in terms of direct contact, secondary contact and relational contact. The first group directly applied 2D imagery to the body with tattoo or paint, the second applied words to clothing to make an intermediate worn second skin. Whereas a final group conceived of a dialogue between an autonomous object and the body; testing potential relationships by positioning the jewel upon or in relation to different body parts. None of the Fine Art Students adopted direct or immediate contact with the body, preferring instead to make three dimensional objects in relation to the body. Or, to operate physically removed, but temporally connected via film and performance. An example of the latter included a video with a provocative performance to paint the face of the
model with temporary make up. The textiles students in the initial cohort tended to operate through direct contact with the body and this may have been an extension of their ‘normal’ thinking in relation to the production of fabrics for clothing.

Whilst the use of jewellery with non-jewellery students did not always prompt developments in thinking, design and creativity, on multiple occasions it did. Making the object was not so much the catalyst for change, but rather the subsequent management of its relationship with the body. Some students drew upon their previous experience and knowledge and merged different techniques. For example, a Graphic Communication student made a piece of jewellery with paper, folded like a concertina. Whilst the origami aspect could be deemed somewhat familiar, the challenge to them was witnessing the object positioned on the body and understanding and mediating the dialogue created by the paper touching the body and the shape-shifting in response to its movement. In so doing, the student was pushed beyond the norms of their expertise to reinvigorate an established working method in their vocabulary; to realise the kinetic potential of pattern forming and origami in movement.

There was some evidence that by encouraging students to step beyond their own disciplines, the module appeared to permit students to gain a better understanding of future directions in their main subject. For example, one Textiles student interrogated technological interventions within the body as their case studies for analysis. Namely, embroidered surgical implants by Julian Ellis and Veronica Ranner’s *Biophilia: Organic Crafting* – a speculative project creating artificial silk hearts for medical implant purposes. These two artists were of interest because they explore the cultural and personal emotional significance of bioengineered, anatomical ‘wearables’. Examining these innovations in textiles prompted a crocheted collar, whereby threads reproduce the body’s lymphatic system. This use of individual threads as the means of construction, rather than in the weft and weave of fabric, has led to a desire in the student to further this bio-medical physiological language through constructed textiles in future modules.

A related example includes a student who explored wearable sculptures by Ernesto Neto and Franz West to unify their interest in Fine Art that is effectively made for the body; made to be worn or physically experienced somehow. Responding to these arguments practically led to the creation of small amulet sculptures that could also be worn as earpieces of dynamic and unusual geometry. Bringing sculpture to jewellery led to the student sowing seeds of originality in the field of jewellery, but also helped enhance their understanding of scale in sculpture vis-à-vis the dimensional polarities of amulet v monument, as well as identifying the body as a potential location for the site-specific.

Exploring some of the more sentimental aspects to jewellery prompted some students to articulate a change in their thinking in relation to the end users of their designs, illustrations, textiles or artworks. To think less of their disciplines’ outcomes as being abstract from the world, but more in relation to people as individuals or members of a group with their respective lives and emotional complexities. One such student explored the historical role of jewellery in asserting ownership and power, both physically and symbolically. This was accompanied by them creating a large transparent circular pendant in which the words “I’m Married” are spelt out didactically in bold black type. The font appears to exaggerate the shift from the symbolic nature of a wedding ring to a much more literal rendering of relationship status because its truncation by the pendant’s curvature made it seem like it had been enlarged by a magnifying glass. As already intimated, their exploration of jewellery prompted them to return to their own discipline with an expanded vision of parameters for consideration when creating something for an end user.
Conclusions

The research sought to establish whether the practice and theoretical study of jewellery can foster multi-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary learning & teaching applicable to other creative arts subjects. The findings presented in this case study result from the initial running of the module during one academic year and are therefore to be interpreted accordingly. The long term intention is to develop the research over a number of years with multiple student year groups completing the module; thereby augmenting the sample group and its validity. Nonetheless, some indicative conclusions may be drawn from this first cohort and these include that studying a discipline through the conduit of jewellery and its relationships with the body can, for some students, act as a catalyst for re-evaluating the techniques and modalities of their originating subject. In this sense, it may broaden perceptions of the boundaries of a discipline in a student’s mind, as well as expanding conceptions of the end user’s potential needs and how anticipating those can beneficially influence the design and making process in many fields.

It also appears to have prompted the acquisition of some transferable skills, particularly in relation to enhancing abilities to shift between two and three dimensional design, as well as creating form in relation to a body in motion and the cultural, social and political notions of the body. Student feedback also suggests that having to analyse the canons and tenants of a new subject (jewellery) may have honed the analytical skills required to complete the subsequent third year dissertation. That said, further iterations of the module will be required to fully determine the long term impact of Wearable Worlds and how studying jewellery can benefit students from other arts disciplines.
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